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The UCF Report
News and Announcements for the Faculty and Staff of the University of Central Florida

4-Day week considered

Regents approve reorganization

Knight Notes
Now you can call 275-2UCF
(275-2823) 24 hours a day for
recorded information on UCF
events and activities. You'll
also find out if a baseball game
has been rained out, a concert
rescheduled, or whatever else
is happening special at the
University.

Set sail w i t h the HMS
Pinafore. David Mays, cruise
director for the ship, wants t o
welcome you aboard the Pinafore.
This Gilbert and Sullivan light
opera will be playing at the VC
May 19, 20, 24, 25, 26, and 27
(See Calendar inside for details).
You'll enjoy this special journey
t o the tuneful, delightful
Victorian w o r l d of Gilbert
and Sullivan.

Plan now t o attend the
Central Florida Home Show
May 17-20 at Exposition Hall.
The University w i l l host a
booth providing complete
information on programs and
services at UCF, including the
Florida Solar Energy Center.
Members of the President's
Leadership Council will be on
hand t o answer questions and
discuss the University.
Complimentary discount
passes are available at the Office
of Information Services, A d m .
395-K or the Office of Public
Affairs, A d m . 350.

Gary Goodall (Bldg. Services)
tells us that his department uses
a concentrated germicidal
detergent that is "bactericidal,
staphicidal, fungicidal,
pseudomonacidal, tuberculocidal,
and kills anti-biotic resistant
staph," among other things.
Don't you feel healthier just
knowing this?

The Dept. of Mathematics
& Statistics is now occupying an
office suite in H F A 4 5 1 . Their
new phone number is x2585.

The Board of Regents, meeting
Friday in Tallahassee, gave their
unanimous approval of President
Colbourn's academic reorganization
plan, which would consolidate the
Colleges of Humanities and Fine Arts,
Natural Sciences and Social Sciences
into a College of Arts and Sciences;
establish a College of Extended
Studies; set up an Office of
Undergraduate Studies; realign the
Student Affairs division, and
strengthen the Office of Graduate
Studies and Research.
The new College of Arts and
Sciences, the President stated,
would "represent the central core
of the liberal arts and sciences and
serve as the general education center
for the University."
President Colbourn has previously
stated that the new college could be
in operation by July 1, 1980. The other
changes would take place on varying
schedules, but all could be in effect
by at least 1981.
Active searches are now underway
for the Dean of the College of
Extended Studies and Associate Vice
President of Student Affairs. National
searches will soon be conducted for
the other positions w i t h i n the
reorganized structure.
The College of Extended Studies,

which would replace the current office
of Continuing Education, would
coordinate all UCF extension, outreach
and continuing education functions.
The Office of Undergraduate
Studies will coordinate all
undergraduate programs and also be
responsible for admissions and
standards, student recruitment and
retention, minority student services,
the undergraduate curriculum, and
coordination of the General Studies
Program.
Student Affairs will be moved t o
the Academic Affairs Division, and
the new Associate Vice President will
replace the former office of Vice
President for Student Affairs.
The Office of Graduate Studies
and Research will have its research
function become the responsibility
of a Vice President reporting directly
to President Colbourn. Designating
the office director as Dean of
Graduate Studies and Vice President
for Research recognizes the important
role of research at UCF.
In other action Friday, the Board
gave UCF permission to lease property
at the South Orlando Center to
SCEEE (the Southeastern Center for
Electrical Engineering Education) for
construction of their headquarters
at UCF's center.

This year's crew was a completely
new group w i t h the exception of
Carol Hughes, coxie from last year's

national champs.
In bringing home the championship,
UCF's girls won handily over a powerful
Purdue foursome and the University of
Virginia.
UCF's Men's Lightweight " 8 " was
fourth in their race — the highest any
UCF lightweight varsity crew has
finished in the annual competition.

Appropriations bills pass committees
The House Appropriations and Senate
Ways & Means Committees completed
action last week on their respective
appropriations bills for state funding
during the 1979-81 biennium. The
House will begin floor debate on
appropriations today, and the Senate
will consider their appropriations
package Thursday. Both versions are
far apart and provide inadequate
funding for the State University
System quality improvement efforts.
The chart below gives a comparison
of these recommendations.
The Quality Improvement Program
request includes UCF's Center of
Excellence in Computer Science. In
addition, $1.3 million in capital
outlay funds for completion of the
UCF computer center plus planning
funds for additional library space

and a performing arts complex are
included in the House recommendations.
The Senate is still evaluating capital
outlay requests on a project-by-project
basis.
A number of prominent businessmen
from around the state, including Charles
Gray, chairman of UCF's Council of
Advisors, and Joel Wells, Jr., met
w i t h Governor Graham, Senate
President Phil Lewis and House
Speaker Hyatt Brown on May 10 t o
express their concern for adequate
funding t o improve quality education
in our university system. It was
strongly stressed by these business
leaders that, in order t o enhance
economic development, Florida must
make the investment in its universities
now.

Quality Improvement Program

SUS Request*
1979-80 1980-81
$34.5
$50.6

Scientific & Technical Equip.

$60.0

Library Enhancement

$10.0

House*
1979-80 1980-81
$15.8
$22.5

(one time $18.0
only)
$10.0
$10.0

-0$10.0

"The Board of Regents, at their
Friday meeting, gave approval t o
UCF's plan t o implement a 4-day class
schedule and work week during the
summer, contingent upon the
University being able t o work out
problems and securing concurrence
of all affected constituents. We
are now in the process of studying
all aspects of this proposal, as
we need t o have all details settled
before submitting the plan t o the
Department of Administration for
their final approval.
Should all problems be resolved
and approval gained f r o m the
Department of Administration, the
plan will be effective as of June 1 1 ,
1979. The various supervisors,
working w i t h the University Personnel
office, w i l l have the responsibility
of setting the individual w o r k
schedules."
President Colbourn held a special
Faculty General Assembly yesterday at
4:00 p.m. t o obtain faculty ideas and
involvement on the possible 4-day
class schedule during summer quarter.
Depending on faculty i n p u t , a final
decision on the summer class schedule
will probably be made this morning.

Faculty promotions
announced

Women's crew national champs...again!
We did it again!
UCF's Women's Crew, racing in the
Small College Rowing Championship
last weekend in Philadelphia, capped
their season by capturing the Women's
" 4 " crown for the third successive
year,

The following statement was
released by Vice President Goree on
Monday:

Senate*
1979-80 1980-81
$1.7
$2.0
$12.5

$12.5

-o-

-0"

* in millions

Dr. Leslie L. Ellis (V.P.,
Academic Affairs) has announced
that the following faculty members
have been promoted, effective w i t h
the academic year beginning
September, 1979:
To Professor: Virginia
Barr-Johnson (Teaching Analysis),
Raymond W. Buchanan (Comm.), Wayne
A. Burroughs (Psych.), Fred E.
Fedler (Comm.), Terry J. Frederick
(Comp. Sci.), Roger B. Handberg
(Pol. Sci.), David T. Kuhn (Bio.
Sci.), William W. McGee ( C h e m ) ,
Thomas O. Morgan (Comm.), Ronald
L. Phillips (EECS), Paul N.
Somerville (Math. S t a t ) , Henry O.
Whittier (Bio. Sci.), Burton Wright
(Sociol.);
Associate Professor: Larry
C. Andrews (Math. Stat.), James
K. Beck (MEAS), Robert C. Bird
(El. Ed.), Jagdish J. Chavda ( A r t ) ,
David R. Dees (Sociol.), Donald
A. Fuller (Mktg.), Charles A.
Gallagher (Mgmt.), A . Henry
Hagedoorn (MEAS), N. Gary Holten
(Pub. Serv. A d m . ) , Patricia C.
Manning (El. Ed.), Margaret E.
Sommer (Eng.), Marilyn W. Whisler
(Pol. Sci.), James A. Xander(Econ.);
Assistant Professor: Barry D.
Bullard (Engr. Tech.), John F.
Butler (Comm.), J . Stephen Lytle
(Resp. Then), A. Jeanne Miller
(El. Ed.).
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Computer Services News
Future Computer Needs Assessment
The Computer Policy Board is
reviewing the future needs for
computing at UCF. Their review
includes centralized resources, remote
job entry and terminal devices and
stand-alone departmental equipment.
If you wish t o make your needs k n o w n ,
please put them in written f o r m , be
specific on the needs and the
justification. The assessment period
is the next five years. The year,
July 1 , 1979 - June 30, 1980, should
be very detailed. The period July
1, 1980 - June 30, 1984, can be more
generalized.
You may submit your needs t o any
Policy Board member, Vice President
Goree, Assoc. Vice President Bolte,
Dr. Frederick or you may give them
t o Mr. Branch, or your area contact
in Computer Services.
The Policy Board's next meeting is
May 2 1 . Your requests should be .
submitted so that they can be
discussed at this meeting.
Regional Data Center Conversions
The State University System
Computer Network Council has
established the schedule below f o r all
regional data centers in the State
University System t o convert t o
MVS:
NWRDC - Monday, May 2 1 , 1979
NERDC - Monday, May 2 1 , 1979
SERDC - Monday, May 2 1 , 1979
CFRDC - Friday, June 1, 1979
FSUCC - Friday, June 1 , 1979
Please note that CFRDC will be o u t
of the SUS network f r o m May 21 June 1 and FSUCC wull be out of the
network from May 21 - June 22. This
means that relay jobs may not be

submitted t o or from those t w o
remote centers during those times.
Users w h o run jobs at these centers
need t o make contingency plans.
MVS Conversion Guide
We have a limited number of MVS
Conversion Guides available at the
Computer Center. Please contact Joey
Siuda. T w o copies of this Guide have
been placed on Reserve in the Library
for after hours reference.
Harris 135 Graphics
Tektronix P/otW and Advanced
Graphic II software libraries are now
available on the Harris 135 computer.
Further information is available from
the News macro.
Disk Space Crunch!!!
Disk space on CFRDC FTUPK1 is at
a m i n i m u m . Data Sets not required
should be eliminated immediately. If
permanent data sets are not required
for your job, space should be allocated
as a temporary data set DSN=&&name on
UNIT=SYSDA. FTU.OU.Pxxxx data sets
that are associated w i t h expired
project numbers will be eliminated.
Equipment To Registration
The Data 100 RJE station (R 1) will
be moved to registration on Thursday,
May 3 1 . This equipment will be returned
on Monday, June 25. During this period
RJE jobs may be submitted t o CFRDC

currently used equipment will be
retained for backup and parallel
processing. Contact Mary Garner (2703)
for further information.

sick or on leave for a day or t w o . If
you have your approved requests here
at least a week or ten working days
before you need the report we will
do a much better job of meeting

Tips For Test Scoring
1.
Turn in all tests facing the same
direction.
2.
Use a no. 2 pencil when filling
out test forms. If a lighter pencil
or inK is used then the questions
will be marked wrong.
3.

your schedule.
TSO Dial-Up
TSO dial-up rotors now are:
275-2722
275-2817
275-2723
275-2818
275-2724
275-2819
275-2725

All social security numbers should
be filled out on every page of a
test. For example if a test has 50
questions then there are t w o sides

Interactive Ports - Updated
The recent upgrade t o the
multiplexers has been completed. The

to each test used, the social
security number must be filled out
on both sides of the test.
If these 3 steps are followed, tests
can be- returned in a shortened length
of time.

Computer Center l&R Pool
l&R Dial-up
l&R T B A

7
6
'3

l&R Support Service

1

Physical Abuse

Test Scoring

1

Several incidents of damage t o
computer equipment has been reported
lately. Beating on keyboards, etc.
doesn't solve discontent. Malfunctions
should be reported t o Operations.

College of Business

3

Computer Science

2

new assignments are:
HARRIS

Administrative Data Entry
Administrative Programming
Administrative T B A
Systems Support

Terminal Trouble-Shooting
Consulting and terminal troubleshooting staff at the Center are
primarily available 8 a.m. t o 5 p.m.
weekdays. Requests for service at
other times will be delayed until
staff is available.

115.
Test Scoring Update
A new Scan-Tron 2012 optical mark
reader Test Scorer is being ordered.
It will be available about June.
This equipment will scan up to 12
columns giving increased flexibility
in form acquisition and design. The

40

TSO t o CFRDC
Computer Center l&R Pool
Computer Science
College of Business
l&R Dial-up
College of Engineering
Math - Statistics
Brevard Center
Daytona Beach Center

Administrative Job Requests
We are receiving many job requests
the day that the report is needed or
in a few cases after the report was
wanted. Please give us some lead
time. Our processing is scheduled
at least a day in advance. The person
who will prepare your work may be

In reading these recommendations, avoid the pitfall of applying any of the
percentages to you individually or to a particular class. These are recommendations
only, and are subject t o modification or approval by the Legislature.

l&R T B A
Account Generation
Administrative Programming
Total

Special Considerations
There were several special considerations which went into our deliberations as
t o the salary and benefit increases that would be recommended:
1.

The President's Guidelines on Wage and Price Standards were a major
consideration by Governor Graham. After considerable review of the data
presented by the Division of Personnel, as well as other factors, the
Governor established the policy that wage and benefit increases of 7
percent during 1979-80 and 6 percent during 1980-81 would be recommended
t o the Legislature. The Governor also felt that nontaxable benefit
increases would be most beneficial t o employees and should be given major
consideration. After calculating the cost of recommended benefit increases
that would be recommended during each year of the biennium, the amount
available for salary increases is 6.7 percent during the first year and
5.5 percent during the second year.

2.

3.

Each employee organization had substantially different economic proposals,
all of which were given serious consideration. It was determined that all
negotiations must result in a substantially eaual total pay and benefit
program for employees, irrespective of the unit to which their class belongs.
Therefore, a major consideration during negotiations and in the development
of our recommendations was that no collective bargaining agreement could
exceed 6.7 percent in salary increases for the first year, or 5.5 percent
for the second year.
The Wage Guidelines allow collective bargaining units to be grouped as
follows:
(a)
A n y collective bargaining contract which covers less than 5 percent
of the firm's w o r k force may (at the firm's discretion) be included
w i t h i n the category for nonunion employees.
(b)

A n y collective bargaining contract which represents 5 percent or
more of the w o r k force must meet the pay standard.

(c)

Managerial employees must be a separate group and must meet the
pay standard.
In order t o provide as much flexibility as possible w i t h i n the
Guidelines, the Law Enforcement U n i t (represented by the FPBA)
and the Professional Health Care Unit (represented by the FNA)

Therefore, based on the foregoing special considerations, we
were able to group employees as follows and allow the total
increase for each grouping to fall w i t h i n the 6.7 percent
and 5.5 percent decisions:
No. of
Employees

Clerical/Admin.

1979-80
Increase

1980-81
Increase

15,037
17,384

Supervisory
Law Enforcement
Prof. Health Care

1,715
3,502

Total for Group

37,638

6.7%

5.5%

Human Services

17,099

Operational Services

13,390

Professional
Total for Group

10,419
40,908

6.7%

5.5%

13,241

6.7%

5.5%

91,787

6.7%

5.5%

Managerial /
Confidential
Total for all Groups

The grouping of the Human Services, Operational Services and
Professional Units

7
1
2

is possible since we have a master contract

with

AFSCME covering all three units.

1979-80 Salary Recommendations
During Fiscal Year 1979-80, it is recommended that available salary funds
be used as follows:
1. Adjust salaries on a class-by-class basis, effective Sept. 1, 1979,
in an amount necessary to be reasonably competitive in the labor market. In
some cases the amount of adjustment found necessary t o be competitive must
be carried forward t o Fiscal Year 1980-81. It is recommended that these
additional adjustments be effective Sept. 1, 1980.
2. To assure that the lower paid employees (those most affected by the
continuing rise in inflation) are not adversely affected by our inability
t o grant all adjustments during the first year, we are recommending that
every employee w h o has at least six months of continuous and satisfactory
service on Sept. 1 , 1979, be granted an annual increase of $600. If the
(Continued

on page 6)

2
35

were grouped w i t h the Clerical and Administrative Unit and the
Supervisory Unit, neither of which has been certified. This is
possible since neither the Law Enforcement Unit nor the
Professional Health Care Unit constitutes 5 percent of the
State workforce.

Unit Title

4
9
5

l&R Support Service

Career service pay plan recommended to Governor
The following recommendations are excerpted f r o m a report submitted by the
State Division of Personnel, of the Department of Administration, t o the Governor
and the Legislature for consideration for 1979-80 and 1980-81. This year marks
the return t o biennial budgeting and operation. We share these recommendations
w i t h y o u , w i t h the understanding that what the Legislature finally approves
and what actually will happen for the next t w o years may be entirely
different
from these recommendations.
These excerpts are from recommendations dated
Feb. 13, 1979, and do not reflect all collective bargaining agreements
reached by the State.

2
4
1

Total

thru the Harris card reader in Room

10
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UCF historian sings England's praises
By Susan Jordan

" W o u l d n ' t it be wonderful t o look
out this window and see the Union
Jack flying over the Administration
Building," mused Dr. Thomas Greenhaw,
assistant professor of history and a
confirmed anglophile.
His admiration for all things
British has made him a legend across
campus.
" M y colleagues don't let on that
they even know m e , " he admitted goodnaturedly. " M y students probably
think I'm a nut. Some of them give me
flack, but I like it. Instead of just
calling her Queen Elizabeth, I
occasionally refer to the Queen by
her full title, which is 'Our most
gracious sacred and Brittanic majesty,
Elizabeth, our undoubted Queen and
governor.' Once a student responded
w i t h 'you mean that old bag?' Of
course, you know the person who said
that got an ' F ' and his soul was
immediately consigned t o hell, but
other than that he wasn't harmed."
When pressed for an explanation
of his curious attachment t o the
United Kingdom, he suggested that a
British history course he took in
college might have been responsible.
"Maybe it was because I found
the names easiest t o spell," Greenhaw
w r y l y volunteered.
His particular slant on w o r l d
history gives him a perspective which
carries over t o a course he teaches
on the American Revolution.
"There are t w o sides t o the
American Revolution: the incorrect
side and the British side," he
asserted. " A f t e r twelve years of
being subjected t o the twisted
interpretations of American teachers,
I think it's time a student be given
the facts. They can interpret them
anyway they l i k e . "

" A constitutional monarchy is
more susceptible t o the will of the
people because elections can be held
anytime. We have t o wait four or six
years to change a President or a
member of Congress whereas their
leaders can fall anytime. A monarch
cannot make law. He is subject t o
English common law like everyone else.
' K i n g ' comes f r o m the w o r d ' k i n , '
meaning one of us. Our presidency
certainly has more power. The monarch's
veto hasn't been used since the reign
of Queen Anne. If they pass the prayer
bill in Congress," he added, " I ' l l
begin all my classes w i t h a prayer
for the restoration of the monarchy."

grew up here and this is my home. The
only time I can remember feeling
really rebellious was during the flagraising ceremony held on campus at
the time of the Bicentennial when I
had a nearly irrespressible urge t o
shout 'God Save the Queen.' Since I

protested. The camps were near
Okeechobee, and so far I've located
British cemeteries near Wauchula,
LaBelle, and M i a m i . "

was not independently wealthy and
didn't have tenure at the time, I
decided not to. Incidentally, the
Bicentennial shouldn't be celebrated
until 1983 since the U.S. hadn't
completely w o n its independence
until 1783. We jumped the g u n . "

camps near Apopka and the Orlando
Naval Training Center during World
War I I .

Greenhaw is also interested
in the 800 German prisoners of war
w h o were interned in Orange County

On the subject of the upcoming
British elections, Greenhaw had this
t o say: " I think-without a doubt the
Tory party will w i n , but they have a
woman candidate (Margaret Thatcher),*
so that might prove t o be a political
problem. I think they'd be better off
if the Queen would just dismiss
Parliament and rule herself; of course,
it would bring about a constitutional
crisis and this queen wouldn't do it.
Although, w i t h the mess they're in
now, nothing could be much worse."
British holidays don't go by
w i t h o u t recognition from Greenhaw.
He celebrates the Queen's official
birthday on the second Saturday of
each June as well as the Queen's
real birthday on A p r i l 2 1 .
"One nice thing about the
British is they don't mind having
parties," he said. " O n January
30, the date that King Charles I was
murdered by that tyrant, Oliver
Cromwell, I usually have a party of
mourning so we can drown our
sorrows."
One year, he hung the British
flag from the roof of his carport in
honor of the Prince of Wale's birthday.

Without a trace of his usual
humorous affectations, Greenhaw
frankly added, " I admire the British
and what they've done over the
centuries. Our own government, our law,
and our language are based on theirs.
You know, all time and distance in
the world is measured on a London
standard. When you realize the
geographical size of Britain — it's
smaller than the state of Florida —
you can't help but have a certain
admiration for the great achievements
made in that country. However, I
freely admit that not everything
they've done was perfect."

Greenhaw enjoys poking fun at
" t h e colonies" and " t h a t barbaric
w a r " (known t o most U.S. citizens as
the American Revolution), but he
doesn't want to give people the
wrong impression.

In another candid admission, he
said he regarded the monarchy as a
great f o r m of government.

" A l l this doesn't mean I don't
like the U.S.," assured Greenhaw. " I
lived in England for t w o years, but I

" I heard a car pull up outside
my house and then I heard the pitter
patter of feet running up the
driveway," he recalled. " I went
outside t o see what had happened
after I heard a car door slam and a
car drive away. Someone had taken my
Union Jack. But it didn't bother me —
it's like stealing a Bible. I hope
it did whoever took it some g o o d . "

Currently, he is engaged in
research concerning Governor Patrick
T o n y n , the last royal governor of
Florida. T o n y n left office in 1783.
"Florida holds the distinct
honor of being the only part of what
is now the U.S. t o remain loyal t o
the Crown during the American
Revolution. I'm trying t o find out
why Florida remained loyal — I think
that's an interesting and significant
historical fact. In 1975, I wrote
Reubin Askew about changing the m o t t o
on license plates f r o m 'The Sunshine
State' to 'The Loyalist State.' I'm
still waiting for his letter. I think
it would be a good way of teaching
history. People would see that on
their license plates and try t o find
out what it meant."
Another resarch project involves
RAF training camps in Florida f r o m
1939 t o 1945.
" T h e British pilots trained here
because it was much safer than in
England," explained Greenhaw. "We
(the U.S.) officially said we were
training passenger pilots, but the
Germans knew what we were doing and

' T h e first ones came over in
1943 f r o m Rommel's Africa Corps,"
he said. " T h e P.O.W.'s worked in
groves here and in north Florida,
and picked cotton and chopped sugar
cane. A t the end of the war, they
were all sent back t o Germany, but
some came back t o live. I w o n ' t say
they enjoyed being here, but they did
say if you have to be a P.O.W., Florida's
a good place t o be. The grove owners
said they were excellent workers, very
polite and industrious."
Thanks t o a teaching opportunity
at the State University System's
London Study Centre for January
through June, 1980, Greenhaw will
be able t o examine records of the
British A i r Ministry and papers
pertaining t o Governor T o n y n . It
seems possible that given his
appreciation of the British style,
he might make that move a permanent
one.
" I don't have any plans t o
immigrate t o England," insisted
Greenhaw. "There's t o o much
missionary w o r k needed t o be done
here."
*Note - Since this article was
written, the Tories won a majority
of seats in the House of Commons,
and Mrs. Thatcher did indeed become
Britain's first woman Prime Minister.
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UCF Library Current Awareness Report
A special bi-weekly report f r o m the UCF Library

The Current Awareness Report, published by the University since
1969, offers excerpts from the nation's newspapers and newsmagazines
of articles dealing with important issues and developments in higher
education. For the complete articles summarized in this report,
contact the Reference Department, UCF Library, P.O. Box 25000, Orlando,
Florida 32816.

EDITOR'S N O T E : The first four excerpts are from the
Spring Survey of Education, published by the New York
Times in their Sunday edition, April 22, 1979.

THE U N T U T O R E D PUBLIC -

(by Malcolm Browne) Section 12, p. 1 .

"Something went badly wrong last month at the nuclear electricitygenerating plant at Three Mile Island near Harrisburg, Pa. No one
was injured or killed, but before technicians brought the malfunctioning
reactor under control, central Pennsylvania had suffered severe
economic loss, and millions of Americans had begun t o wonder who, if
anyone, was to be trusted in the debate over the safety of nuclear
energy. The incident drove home another fear to professional scientists:
that most Americans, including many government leaders, politicians
and news-gatherers, lacked the basic scientific insight t o make
intelligent assessments of what was actually happening. T h e American
educational system failed us at Three Mile Island,' lamented one, 'and
we'd better try t o learn something before the next crisis.' In today's
highly technological society every American is faced w i t h decisions
about the use of saccharin or birth-control pills to social policy on
recombinant D N A , aerosol spray cans or the Concorde. Many scientists
fear that, if anything, the ordinary American is becoming less equipped
than ever to make rational decisions on such issues. Their fears are
essentially t w o f o l d . First, they fear, most people do not have the
scientific knowledge necessary t o weigh the 'risks' that are part of
most such decisions. . . . The second major fear of scientists is that
lack of scientific knowledge could endanger the future of a democratic
form of government that ultimately depends on informed judgments, by
the lay public."

SCIENCE IS H O L D I N G ITS OWN IN THE COLLEGES -

(by Walter

BIBLE COLLEGES GO FORTH A N D M U L T I P L Y Section 12, p. 25.

(by

George Vecsey)

" I f you take a walk around Liberty Baptist College here (Lynchburg,
Va.) according t o the campus wisdom, y o u are bound t o get either
snow, mud or dust on your shoes. There is construction everywhere,
w i t h students living in old hotels, riding rickety buses, while waiting
for the dormitories of the future. But at least there is a future. In
a time of economic trouble for some of America's private colleges, a
few religious-based colleges are experiencing a boom. Founded in
1971 w i t h 141 students, Liberty now has 2,200 students, and its founder,
the well-known television preacher, the Rev. Jerry Falwell, predicts
50,000 by the end of the century. The students came t o Liberty for a
specific reason — t o study among only 'born-again' Christians, in an
environment of daily prayer and tight supervision. Most Christian
college students might not accept dating curbs or attend a school that
demands regular mission work outside the classroom. But many thousands
of young people are flocking to schools like Liberty Baptist. . . . Other
schools mentioned as popular for true believers are: Bob Jones University
in Greenville, S.C.; Oral Roberts University in Tulsa; Linda Loma
College in California; Biola College in Los Angeles and Asbury College
in Wilmore, K y . "

U N I V E R S I T Y OF G U A D A L A J A R A DRAWS M E D I C A L STUDENTS
U.S. SCHOOLS REFUSED - (by Alan Riding) New York Times, 4 / 2 2 , p.60.
" 'We all want t o leave here as soon as possible,' a young medical
student from New York said. 'But no one is going t o drop out. It's
like serving out a prison term before we can become doctors.' A few
feet away, a group of young Americans raised paper cups full of beer to
toast Harvey McDuffy, who recently won admission t o Missouri State
University. 'I've been waiting for this day ever since I got here,'
Mr. McDuffy said happily. The Autonomous University of Guadalajara is
probably the best k n o w n of a growing number of foreign institutions
training young Americans w h o fail t o gain a place in a United States
medical school. Yet many of the 2,000 American students here are deeply
resentful toward the university that, in the words of a 25-year-old
Californian, 'is giving us our one chance t o become doctors.' They
complain privately about poor teachers, high t u i t i o n fees and strict
discipline. They say they suffer discrimination for being United States
citizens, and they fear reprisals if they speak out in public. Yet,
perhaps more than anything else, their unhappiness stems f r o m the
culture shock of suddenly facing a foreign language and a foreign way
of l i f e . "

Sullivan) Section 12, p. 16.
"Colleges and universities report that, despite problems at the
elementary and secondary levels, the f l o w of able science majors has
continued, and they should have no serious trouble meeting the nation's
needs for professional scientists in the years to come. General
satisfaction w i t h the number and quality of science students, though,
is tempered by concerns about funding, job opportunities in the academic
area, the distribution of scientists among the various fields, course
quality and how t o go about providing scientific education for
nonscientists. . . . Most authorities believe that America's educational
institutions are turning out a sufficient number of scientists t o meet
the demand in industry, medicine and the academic world and that the
quality of these young scientists is high. . . . Such educators fear,
though, that the undergraduate enrollment decline that is already under
way will make it d i f f i c u l t for many of the remaining graduate students
in science t o find employment."

ENTREPRENEURSHIP U. -

(by Deborah Rankin) New York Times,

Section 12, p. 26.
" 'I've always been interested in having a business for myself, rather
than being part of a big organization,' said William R. Bintzer, a
second-year student at Wharton Entrepreneurial Center at the University
of Pennsylvania. ' I t presents an opportunity for more income — but
more risk, t o o , as well as more independence. A n d it's probably more
f u n . ' Mr. Bintzer is one of a growing number of students who are
becoming disenchanted w i t h the traditional business-school curriculum
geared to life w i t h i n a large corporation. Their attitude is mirrored
by the growing number of small-business owners, who, realizing they
need the formal management techniques offered by business schools, are
returning to the classroom. T o meet such needs many new programs in
entrepreneurship are springing up. A study last year by Karl H. Vesper
of the University of Washington found that the number of schools
offering courses about independent business ventures had mushroomed v
t o 137, from only eight in 1968. Almost 80 institutions plan courses
in the future. . . . Among other schools offering courses in
entrepreneurship are the Amos Tuck School at Dartmouth College, Babson
College in Wellesley, Mass., the Carnegie-Mellon University, the
University of Southern California, Baylor University and Tulane
University."

CAMPUS DEMONSTRATIONS SPUR I.N.S. LOOK A T FOREIGN STUDENTS
(by Joanne Omang) Washington Post, 4/24, p. 64.
"There were riots at a small junior college in Trinidad, Colo, last
year between foreign students and local residents. The school had t o
close down its English training center. There were demonstrations by
Iranian students in colleges and university towns across the country
during the turmoil in their homeland, and many were hurt. As a result,
foreign students in general are getting a sharp look f r o m the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS). Alien scholars do not attend classes
here in a vacuum. Unfamiliar w i t h American ways and often uneasy in
the English language, foreign students in their increasing numbers are
far more visible on U.S. campuses and in college towns than they used
t o be. Not everybody is happy w i t h the result."

ALIENS I N V A D I N G AMERICA'S CAMPUSES Alice Bonner) Washington Post, 4 / 2 2 , p. 2A.

(by Joanne Omang and

"Foreign students, w h o used t o give an international flavor t o a few
choice American campuses, are now here in numbers large enough t o be
giving colleges nationwide a case of indigestion instead. A n d as the
U.S. birthrate declines, alien scholars are likely t o be a major
factor in shaping the future of American higher education. Fully
235,500 foreign students are believed t o be attending post-secondary
schools f r o m coast t o coast, getting more than their share of high grades
and advanced degrees, demanding and obtaining curriculum shifts that
suit their needs."

STUDENTS C A U G H T IN WEB OF NIGERIA'S M O N E Y E X C H A N G E LAWS(by Joanne Omang and Alice Bonner) Washington Post, 4/24, p. 6A.
"Joseph Ogundari is stranded and nearly penniless in Eugene, Ore.,
10,000 miles f r o m his home at Akure in Ondo, Nigeria.

He is barred f r o m

classes at the University of Oregon because he hasn't paid his bills,
and he is very worried about his wife and three children. Ogundari is one
of 20,000 Nigerian students w h o have been in real trouble here over the
past few years because of the Nigerian government's slowness in sending

i
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them the money for t u i t i o n and living expenses. No matter how well off
their families may be back home, or how large their scholarships are, the
students routinely suffer financial difficulties and humiliation when
the funds d o n ' t arrive on time. . . . The problem is not unique t o
Nigerians. When foreign governments fall or suffer political and
economic upheaval, their students here go into financial limbo, uncertain
when money f r o m home will arrive or even if it will arrive at all.
Exchange rate fluctuations when foreign currency scholarships are fixed
have crippled many an alien scholar, while others have had their funds
cut off overnight for political reasons."

C I T Y COLLEGES SYSTEM F A I L S ITS STUDENTS -

(by Meg O'Connor)

Chicago Tribune, 4 / 2 9 , p. 2 1 .
" A n American dream is facing a challenge. The dream is the Open Door —
universal access t o higher education. In the 1960's it was hoped and
believed that the benefits of higher education could be made available
t o minorities, the poor, and t o those whose elementary and high school
training was inadequate. The Chicago City Colleges were intended t o
open the door. But for many students, it has become a gateway t o failure.
We're here t o give students their o p p o r t u n i t y — in many cases their
last opportunity — for a post-secondary education. That's our mission,'
said Chancellor Oscar Shabat. If the student muffs the opportunity, the
City Colleges are finished w i t h h i m , Shabat indicated. . . . Last year,
Theodore Gross lost his job as dean of the City College of New York
because he attacked the Open Door policy in the Saturday Review
magazine. T h e experience of open admission argues most dramatically
that adequate preparation is essential t o success,' he wrote. Some
students w i t h poor academic backgrounds were highly motivated, Gross
said. But 'their entire miseducation and bookless past rose t o haunt t h e m . ' "

THE SEATS OF L E A R N I N G GO A F T E R C H A I R S -

(by Sharon Rosenhause)

Los Angeles Times, 4 / 2 5 , p. 1 .

STICKY WEB OF RED TAPE TRIPS COLLEGES - Atlanta Constitution,
4 / 2 9 , p. 1 .
' T h e threat of federal control is very real on the nation's campuses.
Indeed, it may not be much of an exaggeration to suggest that increasingi
government regulation, w i t h all of its complicating side effects, is the
most serious problem facing American higher education. Harold Enarson,
president of Ohio State University, obviously a man accustomed to dealing
w i t h government, claims 'the federal presence is felt everywhere in
higher education, and federal laws and regulations are changing the
academic world in ways that justify our alarm.' Stanford vice president
Robert Rosenzweig feels that higher education has lost its ' i m m u n i t y t o
the burdens' of an increasingly regulated society and says, 'Virtually
the whole range of public regulatory activity now bears on the university.'
The problem is not limited to large universities, which receive the lion's
share of federal dollars. Every institution of higher learning is affected —
large and small, private and public, liberal arts and technical, community
colleges and professional schools."

A L L THOSE RULES A N U I S A N C E , G E O R G I A EDUCATORS COMPLAIN(by Dick Williams) Atlanta Constitution, 4 / 2 9 , p. 9.
" F o o t b a l l , access for the handicapped and red tape are on the minds of
Georgia educators when they discuss federal regulation of higher education.
While the University of Georgia takes national leadership against federal
interference in collegiate sports and puts a $5 million price tag on its
annual dealings w i t h government, officials of smaller schools report that
the w i d t h of red tape may be narrowing a bit. 'You can step on freedom
of speech and freedom of religion, but when y o u hit football, you're
really getting into the verities,' said Ralph Beaird, dean of the
University of Georgia law school. T h a t is what has focused attention
on the issue.' Beaird prepared the brief against proposed regulations
by the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare that would force
universities t o spend as much money on a per capita basis for women's
sports as for men. Those Title I X regulations, many university
administrators fear, would either drive schools w i t h large football
programs t o financial ruin or, in effect, eliminate collegiate f o o t b a l l . "

L I B E R A L A R T S C O L L E G E : 'PREPARING T H I N K E R S OF T H E F U T U R E '
(by Cynthia Parsons) Christian Science Monitor, 4 / 3 0 , p. 19.
" I t ' s marvelously reassuring t o talk w i t h someone w h o has been president
of a strong liberal arts college for more than a decade. They've
weathered storms; they've kept perspective; they've made mistakes and
corrected t h e m ; they not only know what the mission is of a liberal
arts college but exemplify one in conversation and wisdom. . . . Just
a few weeks ago I talked w i t h Robert E. Strider w h o has been Colby
College's president since 1960. Dr. Strider made several observations
about the mission of a liberal arts college, b u t none hit this editor
any more solidly than the following. We were talking about the current
rash of students saying their mission in coming t o college is t o ' f i n d
themselves.' 'Our mission,' he says he explains t o them, 'is t o show
you that there are more interesting things t o f i n d ' . . . . We touched
on the current controversy over whether liberal arts colleges should be
more 'vocational' in their offerings. He was unequivocal: 'Insane for
us t o become vocational schools as well; others are doing this work
superbly'. . . . 'We're doing something much more complicated than
skill training. We're preparing thinkers of the future.' "

" J u d i t h Blake, w h o has one of the highest academic honors — an endowed
professor's chair — smiles when telling of her teen-age daughter's
recent call t o ask, ' H i , how's the stool?' In fact, Dr. Blake has neither
stool nor chair but a title — the Fred H. Bixby Chair of Population
Policy — and a $225,000 endowment that gives the U C L A school of public
health professor about $15,000 in unrestricted funds. A n endowed chair
or a named professorship, a tradition of recognizing academic excellence
that began in 16th century England, is becoming increasingly important
at both public and private universities. The chair is variously used
t o honor senior distinguished faculty, t o lure professors f r o m other
campuses, as budget relief, to build up departments. For a faculty
member, a named professorship represents another honor, an impressive
sounding title, job security, no-strings money for travel, staff or
research. A t Stanford University only the school of humanities and
sciences actually gives its chair holders a chair. 'It's amazing,' said
Janet C. Crews, the school's assistant dean. ' Y o u can't believe that so
many of these people get so excited about a chair.' "

A U N I V E R S I T Y C A N N O T BE M O R A L L Y N E U T R A L - (by T i m o t h y S.
Healy, S.J., President of Georgetown University) Washington Post,
4/25, p. 21A.
"We have recently seen a strong and much publicized defense of a
university's financial dealings f r o m the president of Harvard, Derek Bok.
It is tightly reasoned, and is interesting. It has been given national
prominence, since the issue is one that has faced many universities,
including this one. It takes, however, a position that I do not think
that the religious traditions of Georgetown University will ever permit
it t o take. Read at its worst, and perhaps in public platforms it is
easier to read things at their worst, it claims that the university is
in its external activity, and, by implication, in its internal teaching
and research, a moral neuter. I do not think Georgetown wants t o or can
accept that definition of itself."

COLLEGES D R A W I N G ON RETIREES' EXPERIENCE - New Y o r k Times,
4 / 2 2 , p. 47.
" I r a Wennik, w h o retired after 30 years as a Defense Department
personnel officer, is guiding University of Maryland students into jobs
these days. Richard E. Usher, a retired Foreign Service officer w i t h 34
years in the State Department, works one afternoon a week w i t h students
in the university's government and politics department, including an
occasional lecture on his long years as a specialist on the Philippines
and advice on how t o enter the diplomatic service. The t w o men are part
of an experimental Retired Volunteer Service Corps at the sprawling state
university here, just outside the nation's capital. In its second year,
the program is based on the idea that undergraduates can benefit f r o m the
wisdom of old hands in the careers for which they are preparing. It has
enlisted 47 men and women in a program of tutoring, counseling and career
consultation that is highly regarded by students, the faculty and the
volunteers themselves."

ON T H E A V E R A G E , TOP PROFESSORS GET $5,000 LESS HERE T H A N
A T OTHER U N I V E R S I T I E S - (by Howard Libin) Florida Flambeau,
4/30, p. 1.
" A political science professor recently left Florida A & M t o accept a
higher paying job in the North Carolina university system. T w o nationally
recognized sociologists have tendered their resignations t o the chairpersons
of the FSU sociology department. T w o positions remain unfilled in FSU's
finance department, even after a year of aggressive recruiting. It's all
part of a frightening scenario unravelling in Florida's state university
system. Low salaries and limited research supports have begun draining
away some of the best faculty talent t o other states. T h e problem's
not the number of faculty members that are leaving the system,' said
Ceasar Naples, Board of Regents faculty and employee representative.
'It's that many of the best and brightest are the ones leaving.' "
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PAY R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

(Continued

from page 2)

Sept. 1 , 1979 competitive adjustment does not equal $600 per year, the
employee should be granted an additional amount t o bring the total
adjustment up t o that level.

law this contribution must be made available t o any employee w h o elects t o
participate in an approved health maintenance organization.

3. If the recommendations outlined in Nos. 1 and 2 above are implemented,
all employees will be paid at least the minimum wage until the Jan. 1 , 1980
increase ($3.10 per hour) goes into effect. It is recommended that funds be
provided t o increase all employees t o $3.10 per hour effective Jan. 1, 1980.
Our recommendation does not include any pay range adjustments on that date;
rather, that any employees w h o are paid less than $3.10 per hour have their
salary increased t o that level.

1980-81 Salary Recommendations
During the 1980-81 Fiscal Year, it is recommended that available salary funds
be used as follows:
1. Since all competitive pay grade adjustments, shown by our survey t o be
necessary, could not be implemented during 1979-80, it is recommended that the
remainder of the adjustments be implemented effective Sept. 1, 1980.
2. It is recommended that the remaining portion of the 5.5 percent funds
available in 1980-81 be used t o grant merit salary advancements t o those
employees w h o on Sept. 1 , 1980 have at least six months of continuous and
satisfactory service.

Distribution of Merit Funds:
As previously indicated, negotiations have been successfully completed
w i t h AFSCME. The distribution of available funds for merit salary advancements
was a subject of negotiations and was part of the settlement agreement. The
following chart shows the 1980-81 distribution of merit funds agreed to during
negotiations. (The other percentages involved in the settlement are shown for
analysis purposes).
1979-80
Bargaining Unit
Human Services
Oper. Services
Professional

Pay
Adj.
5.9%
6.5%
6.7%
6.3%

1980-81

$600
Min.

Merit

.7%
.6%

-0-0-

-0.4%

-0-0-

Pay
Adj.
1.3%

Guar.
3.0%

Disc.

3.6%
-01.5%

3.0%
3.0%
3.0%

1.0%
1.0%
1.0%

Total

1.0%

While many employees responding t o our survey pay 100 percent of individual
health coverage, we do not recommend the State increase its level of contribution
for individual coverage. Rather, it is recommended that the State begin paying
a portion of the cost for dependent coverage effective July 1 , 1979. This is
the practice among a majority of employers surveyed, and we feel this is the
area where our benefit program is weakest. Many of our lower-paid employees
simply cannot afford family coverage, and the trend among most employers is
clearly toward payment of part of these costs.
Because of Gov. Graham's interest in implementing meaningful cost-containment
programs and because of the proven success of health maintenance organizations in
reducing medical costs, it is recommended that we provide more incentives for
employees t o use such organizations.
Also, because of the need t o implement competitive pay adjustments, pnly
25 percent of the dependent cost of health insurance can be recommended for the
1979-80 Fiscal Year. We feel, however, that the State should achieve payment of
50 percent of the dependent cost during the 1979-81 biennium.
In view of the Governor's objectives t o reduce medical costs, the data
which show we should be paying a portion of the dependent cost, and the amount
of funds available, the following recommendations on health insurance are being
made:
(a) That we not increase the State contribution for individual coverage
if the employee is not participating in a health maintenance organization
(HMO). If, however, an employee elects HMO participation, it is recommended
that 85 percent of the cost of individual coverage (under the State plan)
be paid toward the HMO premium. This increased payment should begin July 1,
1979.
(b) That, effective July 1, 1979, the State begin paying 25 percent of
the dependent cost under the State plan. Further, if the employee elects
t o participate in an HMO, the State should pay 35 percent of the cost of
dependent coverage (under the State plan) toward the HMO family premium.
(c) That, effective July 1, 1980, the State begin paying 50 percent
of the dependent cost under the State plan, and 70 percent of the cost
of dependent coverage (under the State plan) toward the HMO family premium
if the employee elects such coverage.

12.2%

The following chart shows the effect of these recommendations
(using current monthly premium levels):

It was agreed that the four percent overall merit funds would be distributed
as follows, effective Sept. 1, 1979:
(a) Three Percent t o all employees w h o have six months continuous and
satisfactory service on Sept. 1, 1980.
(b) The remainder of merit funds t o be distributed at the discretion of
management t o those employees who have six months of continuous and
satisfactory service on Sept. 1 , 1980; however, no employee shall receive a
merit salary advancement of more than 10 percent.
Since an agreement could not be reached w i t h the employee organization
representing the other t w o certified bargaining units (the FPBA representing
the Law Enforcement Unit and the F N A representing the Professional Health
Care Unit), we are under no obligation to distribute available merit funds
in any particular manner. It is our recommendation that the merit funds for
all remaining units be distributed in accordance w i t h the following chart
(1979-80 and 1980-81 increases are shown for analysis):
1979-80
Pay

$600

Bargaining Unit

Adj.

Min.

Clerical/Admin.

7.2%

Supervisory

5.5%

Law Enforcement
Prof. Health Care

6.1%
6.4%

Total
Managerial /

6.2%

-0-0.5%

6.3%

-0-

Confidential

1980-81

Pay

Merit

Merit

Adj.

Guar.

Disc.

Total

1.1%

-0-

4.3%

-0-

1.2%

.4%

-0-0-

3.7%
-0-

-02.0%

1.8%
3.5%

13.8%
11.4%

-0-0-

1.7%
3.4%

2.0%
.4%

1.8%
1.7%

-0-

-0-

2.0%

3.5%

11.6%
11.9%

Current Costs
Type of Coverage State
Employee
Individual
$18.72
$6.24
(State Plan)
Individual
(HMO)
Family
(State Plan)
Family

$18.72

*

$18.72

$51.24

$18.72

Proposed
1979-80
1970-81
State
Employee State
Employee

$18.72 $6.24

$18.72 $6.24

$21.22

$21.22

$29.97 $39.99

$41.22 $28.74

$36.97

$52.72

*

(HMO)
"Established by the individual HMO
2. Life Insurance
The state now provides, under the authority of Section 112.075,
F.S., $3,000 term life and accident coverage for state officers and employees,
w i t h the state paying 75 percent of the cost of such coverage. It is recommended
that the state contribution for this coverage be increased f r o m 75 percent to 100
percent effective July 1, 1980.
We need t o give serious consideration to increasing the amount of life and
accident insurance made available t o our employees; however, no recommendations
are being made at this time.

12.2%

Additional Holiday
11.8%

The total salary increases for all units and employees are as follows:
1979-80
Pay Adjustments
600 M i n i m u m

6.3%
.4%

Merit
Total

-06.7%

1980-81
2.1%
-03.4%
5.5%

3. On Jan. 1 , 1981 the minimum wage will increase f r o m $3.10 per hour t o
$3.35 per hour. It is recommended that funds be provided t o increase the
salary for all employees who are being paid less than $3.35 per hour up t o
that level; effective Jan. 1 , 1 9 8 1 .
It is further recommended that these funds be appropriated in "Administered
F u n d s " w i t h appropriate wording that would limit their uses t o those cases where
appropriated agency funds are not available t o grant these increases.
Because it is n o t known if these funds will be required and since these
increases do not fall under the President's guidelines, these funds should be
over and above the 5.5 percent allowed for salary increases during 1980-81.
4. We recommend that the policy of providing funds for competitive area
differentials be continued during the 1980-81 fiscal year and that $2 million be
appropriated for this purpose.
Since the pay survey will be outdated by more than t w o years, we feel
serious consideration should be given to allowing these funds t o also be
used when deemed necessary by the Department of Administration, t o adjust
the pay ranges for any classes when recruitment and turnover difficulties are
such that the utilizing agencies are being seriously affected in carrying out
their statutory responsibilities.

Benefits - 1979-80 and 1980-81
1. Health Insurance
Seventy-five percent of the cost of individual coverage under the State
Group Health Self-Insurance Plan is currently paid by the State. Under federal

It is recommended that the Legislature amend Section 683.011, F.S., t o
provide effective July 1 , 1980, one additional paid holiday by allowing each
permanent full-time employee one personal holiday per year, t o be used on any
day selected by the employee w i t h the approval of management.

Other Compensation Practices:
1. Per Diem
It is recommended that the Legislature amend Section 112.061 (6), F.S.,
by striking the words " u p t o , " thereby establishing a u n i f o r m payment rate
of $35 for per diem.
We are studying this matter further t o see if recommendations should be
made t o pay a higher per diem rate for certain geographic areas and/or during
certain seasons. A subsequent report w i l l be submitted on this issue.
2. Mileage
It is recommended that Section 112.061 (7), F.S., be amended by striking
the words " N o t t o exceed," thereby establishing a uniform mileage allowance
of 14 cents per mile.
We are currently working w i t h the Department of General Services t o
determine if the mileage rate should be increased and if so, by what amount.
A subsequent report will be submitted on this issue.

Additional Recommendations:
1. Anniversary Dates
It is recommended that the anniversary date of all employees be established
as Sept. 1 , 1980 and as Sept. 1, 1981 as a result of the salary increases t o
be granted in the 1979-81 biennium.
2. Pay Range Maximums:
It is recommended that employees be permitted t o receive salary increases
during the 1979-81 biennium as recommended herein, provided the employee's
salary does not exceed the maximum of the Sept. 1 , 1979 pay range for their
class by more than 15 percent except that all employees shall receive an annual
salary increase of $600 on Sept. 1, 1979 regardless of their salary level.
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Rollins named
acting dean
Dr. Jack B. Rollins, a member of
the UCF faculty since 1969, has been
appointed acting dean of the College
of Social Sciences.

Official Memoranda
TO:

All Faculty and Staff

FROM:

President Colbourn

SUBJ:

Campus Mail Distribution

Dean Clifford Eubanks (Bus.Administration) has been appointed
t o a three-year term on the Initial
Accreditation Committee of the
Accreditation Council of the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business (AACSB).

Because of the paper shortage, the increased volume of mail
handled by our campus mailroom, and my desire t o improve campus
communication, I would like to request that all large distribution
delivery on campus be reduced t o a single printing in The UCF Report.
Instead of sending memos t o the various categories (e.g. A l l ,
Faculty, Administrative Council, etc.) I would prefer that one copy
of the memo be printed in the appropriate place in The UCF Report.
This will help us tremendously as we t r y to save paper and reduce
time spent on preparation and distribution of these materials.
If you have any
material not suited
Sheinkopf (x2504)
way of distributing

special problems (e.g. tight deadlines or
for wide distribution) please contact Ken
and he will work w i t h you on the most efficient
your memo or announcement.

Thank y o u for your cooperation.

TO:

All Faculty and Staff

FROM:
SUBJ:

A r t Department
Free Lecture

Dean Eubanks

On Friday, May 18th, Dr. Anneliese Harding of the Goethe
Institute in Boston will give a free lecture entitled, " T h e Bauhaus—
artists, concepts, and history." The lecture will be at 8 o'clock
in the Music Rehearsal Hall.
A specialist in German and Flemish art, Dr. Harding studied art
history at the universities of Heidelberg, Munich and Budapest, and
received her Ph.D. from the University of Prague. Her publications
include America through the Eyes of German Immigrant Painters and
The Edible Mass Medium.

TO:
FROM:

Employees using fee waivers
I.E. Knight

SUBJ:

Director, Records & Registration
Employee Registration, Summer Quarter

This is to advise that employees using fee waivers are scheduled
t o register from 5 t o 5:15 p.m. on Thursday, June 14, 1979.

Rollins had been associate
dean of the college, where he is
also a professor of psychology.
A native of Savannah, Rollins
received the B.S. degree, master's
degree and Ph.D. from the University
of Georgia.
He was a research analyst w i t h
American Telegraph and Telephone
Corp. before joining the faculty at
Stetson University, where he rose
f r o m assistant professor to department
chairman. He is a member of the
Dr.

Eubanks appointed
to AACSB committee

American Psychological Assn.,
Southeastern Psychological Assn.,
and Florida Psychological Assn.
He also belongs to the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science, International
Neuropsychology Society, and is
listed in American Men of
Science. He is a licensed
psychologist in Florida.
Rollins lives in Deland w i t h
his wife, Mary, and their three
children.

" I ' m very pleased and honored
t o have been selected for this key
role in the accrediting body for all
business schools in the U.S.,"
Eubanks remarked. As a committee
member, he will participate in
accreditation decisions concerning
between 60 t o 100 business schools
which will be applying for national
accreditation during his term of
office.

Staff Council
officers elected
A total of 570 Career Service voters
of an eligible 674 - a commendable
85% - cast ballots in the recent Staff
Council elections.
The winners for seven Staff
Council seats were:
• Business Affairs - George McCumber
and Bill Turner
• Student Affairs - Mary Tice and
Jim Smith
• Academic Affairs - Fran White and
A r t Lehman
• Community Relations - Bernal
Schooley
These new members were introduced
formally at the Staff Assembly meeting
last week.

Rollins

Grant Opportunities

NEH
Deadline:
June 1 /
August 24

NEH

T w o basic kinds of support are available: grants for general
planning - which deal w i t h strengthening or developing entire
areas of an institution's program - and grants for projects —
which include Exhibitions, Interpretive Programs, Interpretation
of Historic Sites and Personnel Development. More information is
available.
Public Library Program

Deadline:
June 1 /
August 24

The goals of the Public Library Program are to strengthen library
programs that stimulate and respond t o public interest in the
humanities, to enhance the ability of library staff t o plan and

For further information on the programs listed below, contact Mary A . Johnston,
A d m . 245, x 2 6 7 1 .
Indirect Cost Rate is 53.4%. Current Fringe Benefit Rate is 16.11% of Salaries.
For OPS employees, the Fringe Benefit Rate is .4% of Wages.
DOE

Department of Energy

Deadline:
May 31

Appropriate Technology - Southeast Small Grants Program
The application deadline for this program has been extended to
M A Y 3 1 . (See Grant Information Bulletin of March 16, 1979).

NEH
Deadline:

National Endowment for the Humanities
Media Program

June 1 /
August 24

The Media Program of the National Endowment for the Humanities
assists those groups, institutions and organizations which seek t o
identify, develop and produce television, f i l m and radio programs
in the humanities for regional and national broadcast and distribution
and, in addition, provides support for humanities programs designed
for local radio broadcast, regional and local cable television,
Spanish-speaking audiences and the handicapped.
Five basic kinds of grants are provided: planning, research and
development, pilot, production, and acquisition. More information
is available in A d m . 245.

Museums and Historical Organizations Program
This program assists museums, libraries, universities and other
organizations w i t h the broad range of their programs which effectively
convey and interpret knowledge of the human experience t o the general
public.

implement these prorgrams and t o increase the public's awareness
and use of the library's existing humanities resources. Academic
libraries are eligible if the proposed project is aimed at the
adult public. More information is available.
In addition t o grants made through the Public Library Program,
the Endowment supports humanities projects in libraries through
the Division of Research, Education and State Programs. Challenge
Grants help cultural institutions achieve financial stability by
encouraging new and increased sources of income through long
range fund-raising. Grants are made on a matching basis; for each
federal dollar awarded, grantees must raise at least three nonfederal dollars. Challenge Grant funds may be used f o r such broad
purposes as the institution's management or administration development
appeals, acquisition of books and equipment, building and renovation,
endowment, upkeep or expansion.
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Calendar
The following calendar covers a
variety of UCF events scheduled for
the next 10 days. All local programs
show the location, time and admission
charge, if known. Please contact the
individual offices or programs for
additional information, including
charges, reservations, or schedule
changes. Items for the Calendar
must be submitted by Thursday noon
of the week preceding publication.

WEDNESDAY, M A Y 16
Cinema Classic. Medea. Village

Wednesday, May 16, 1979

Health Speaker. Kenneth McGee,
Vice President and Health Economist
for the Florida Hospital Assn.
Topic w i l l be "Hospital Cost
Containment." SC 208, 12 noon.
Sarsaparilla Station Company. This
acting group, dubbed "UCF's
Ambassadors t o Children," will give
a special performance at Columbia
Elementary School at 10:00 a.m.
President Colbourn w i l l attend, and
a reception will be held in his
honor. The company's performances
are designed t o encourage children
t o pursue reading and appreciate
literature, and to provide an
artistic and educational outlet for
members of this UCF group. Contact
Frances Johnson at x2681 for
further information.

Center Assembly Room, 8:30 p.m.
Admission: $ 1 .

F R I D A Y , M A Y 18

(8:30 p.m.), and Fri., May 25
(8:30 p.m.).
Art Slide Lecture. Dr. Anneliese
Harding, art historian of the
Goethe Institute, Boston.
Rehearsal Hall, 8 p.m.
University Movie. Clockwork
Orange (R). Village Center
Assembly Room, 8:30 p.m.
Admission: $1.25. Also Sun.,
May 20.
S A T U R D A Y , M A Y 19
Continuing Education:
"Professional Workshop:

Pinafore,

or The Lass Who Loved a

108, 9 a.m. t o 3:30 p.m. Fee: $25.
" R u n for L i f e . " UCF campus,

S U N D A Y , M A Y 20

Gulf Pride Salad Plate w i t h Shrimp crisp romaine lettuce leaves, salad
greens, shrimp, egg, and much,
much more.

BSU Spring Picnic. Lake Claire,

F R I D A Y , May 25

8 a.m.

12 noon to 6 p.m.
M O N D A Y , M A Y 21
Entertainment.

8:30 p.m. Admission: $3.50.

Village Center Green, 11 a.m. to

Touchstone.

Reservations suggested. Call

1 p.m.

University Theatre (x2861) for
T U E S D A Y , M A Y 22

May 19 (8:30 p.m.), Sun., May

Debate. UCF Debate Team.

20 (2:30 p.m.), Thurs., May 24

Village Center Green, 12 noon.

Career Service
Audio-Visual Technician
(Library). 2 positions (1 temporary

typing, and shorthand tests. $6,7668,687, $259.23. 5/24.
Secretary II

positions at UCF. They are listed by

Graduation f r o m high school and one

job t i t l e , department, m i n i m u m

year of experience in clerical, store

qualifications, annual salary range,

keeping, or equipment maintenance

bi-weekly salary, and closing

work. Work hours will vary, days

date f o r applications. For

Monday through Friday. $7,810-

information on any required

10,127, $299.23. 5 / 1 7 , 5 / 1 7 .

(Sci-Tech., Engr.). Graduation f r o m
High School and one year of
secretarial and/or clerical experience.
Prefer background in records, budget,
and wage certification. Duties may
require some Saturday work and limited
local travel. Written and typing
tests. Temporary through September 30,
1979 only. $6,766-8,687, $259.23.
5/17.

performance and/or w r i t t e n exams,

Keypunch Operator

Secretary II

as well as further details on

(University Development). Completion

these positions, contact Personnel

of the tenth grade and six months of

at x 2 7 7 1 . They w i l l also provide a

experience in the operation of key

listing of available faculty

punch and verifying machines. Prefer

positions on request.

typing skills. $6,766-8,687. $259.23.

(Elementary E d u c ; Registrar's Offhand Public Serv. Adm.). Graduation
from High School and one year of
secretarial and/or clerical
experience. Written and typing tests.
Shorthand desirable for Registrar's
office. $6,766-8,687, $259.23. 5/17,
5/24, 5/24.

The Division of University Personnel

through June 2 1 , 1979 only. Prefer

Services lists the following available

experience in audio-visual equipment).

Administrative &
Professional
Asst. Dean, Student Affairs
(Dean of Women). Master's Degree
in Student Personnel, counseling
or related fields, plus four years
experience w i t h Student Programming
and Leadership Training. Panhellenic
experience preferred. $1Q,500-17,000,
$403.85.5/17.
Director, University Development
(University Development). B.A.
degree plus five years experience;
Prefer knowledge in deferred giving
and corporate support, record of
proven success, excellent
communication and p.r. skills and
experience w i t h alumni or other
volunteer groups. $ 2 1 , 5 0 0 - 3 4 , 0 0 0 ,
$826.92. 5/17.
Associate Vice President,
Student Affairs
(Student Affairs). Doctor's degree
w i t h major course work in guidance,
personnel administration, sociology,
psychology, education or other
appropriate field, and in excess of
five years related experience. Prefer
qualifications comparable t o those
of a tenure-earning faculty position,
documented evidence of extensive
related professional experience
dealing w i t h students and the
development of student programs.
$25,500-39,500, $980.77. 5/17.

5/17.
Illustrator II
(Instructional Resources). Graduation
from high school and t w o years of
experience in commercial art or
illustrating work. $9,584-12,591,
$367.20. 5/17.
Custodial Worker
(Building Ser.). A b i l i t y t o follow
written and oral instructions. Hours:
6:30 a.m. t o 3:00 p.m. $6,055-7,517,
$232.00. 5/24.
Account Clerk II
(Athletics and Finance & Acctg.).
Graduation from High School including
or supplemented by a course in
bookkeeping or accounting and t w o
years of bookkeeping or accounting
experience. Written Test. $7,0799,125, $271.23. 5/17, 5/24.
Secretary III
(Aero Space Div.). Graduation from
High School and t w o years of
secretarial and/or clerical experience.
Written, typing, and shorthand tests.
$7,810-10,127, $299.23. 5/24.
Secretary III
(Dean's Office, Col. of Engr.).
Graduation from High School and t w o
years of secretarial and/or clerical
experience. Written & typing tests.
Prefer experience on w o r d processing
equipment. $7,810-10,127, $299.23.
5/24.
Secretary II
(Management). Graduation f r o m High
School and one year of secretarial
and/or clerical experience. Written,

F R I D A Y , May 18
Fish and Chips — tender breaded

Employment Opportunities
The University of Central Florida is an
Equal O p p o r t u n i t y / A f f i r m a t i v e A c t i o n
Employer.

Saga Seafood
Specials
cod fillet and potato slices.

Sailor. Science A u d i t o r i u m Theatre.

additional details. Also Sat.,

Cinema Classic. Phaedra. Village
Center Green, 11 a.m. t o 1 p.m.
Admission: $ 1 .

Behavioral Weight C o n t r o l . " ENGR

University Theatre. H.M.S.
T H U R S D A Y , M A Y 17
Visiting Industrial Chemist
Seminar. "Polymer Chemistry"
and "Some Chemistry of Essential
Oils." Dr. David Battiste,
Phillips Petroleum Co. Chem. 208,
7 p.m. Contact Dr. Idoux (x2691)
for further information.

W E D N E S D A Y , M A Y 23
Entertainment. Seaspire.
Village Center Green, 11 a.m. t o
1 p.m.

Secretary I V
(Computer Science). Graduation from
High School and three years of
secretarial experience. Written,
typing, and shorthand tests. Prefer
budget and bookkeeping experience.
$8,624-11,276, $330.42. 5/24.
Secretary II
(Personnel Services). Graduation
from High School and one year of
secretarial and/or clerical
experience. Written and typing tests.
Temporary through September 20, 1979
only. $6,766-8,687, $259.23. 5/24.
Stock Clerk
(Bookstore). Completion of the tenth
grade. Written test. $6,160-7,893,
$236.02. 5/17.

OPS Temporary
Clerk Typist II
(Athletics). Graduation f r o m high
school and one year clerical and/or
typing experience. Written and typing
tests. Hours: 8:00 a.m. t o 12:00 noon.
$2.95 (hourly). 5/17.

Shrimp Creole and Rice — Shrimp
in a luscious sauce of spices and herbs
New Orleans style.
Stuffed Whole Tomato w i t h Tuna
Salad — Tomato stuffed w i t h delicate
tuna, surrounded w i t h potato salad,
egg quarters, carrot sticks, radishes
and crackers.

People
Dr. Richard Denning (Engr. Tech.)
was on the reaffirmation committee of
Southern Assn. of Colleges and Schools
on their visit to Randolph Technical
Institute, Ashboro, N.C., April 8-11.

Dr. Ed Wycoff (Comm.) was
featured speaker at Executive's
Banquet of National Secretaries Assn.
meeting in Orlando, A p r i l 24.

Dr. Gary Wolf (Music) gave a
workshop, solo recital and master class
April 23 t o the students and teachers
of piano at Central Florida Community
College in Ocala.

Dr. Thomas O. Morgan (Comm.)
spoke on the topic of " T i m e " to the
Winter Park Rotary Club on April 30.
He and Paul Hightower (Comm.)
have permanent displays of the
approximately 250 photographs they
shot t o document the Oviedo
Centennial festivities hanging in
the Oviedo City Hall and Oviedo's
Citizen's Bank.
Dr. John L. Evans (History)
recently spoke on " A r e the Russians
Really Coming?" t o an educational
conference titled, "The Arms Race:
From Prophecy t o Policy." The
conference was sponsored by the
Diocese of Orlando's Ministry for
Social Justice.
Drs. Clarence Avery, Shirley
Cossaboom, John Marquardt, Thomas
Phillips, John Slater and Eugene
Shepard along w i t h Peter Grierson
and Thomas Powell (all Accountancy)
attended the Southeastern Regional
Meeting of the American Accounting
Association, April 26-29, in Miami.
Dr. Ray Kavanaugh (Teaching
Analysis) gave a presentation of
"Value of Volunteering: Everyone
Benefits" at the Seminole County
Volunteer Recognition Day, A p r i l 26.
Dr. King Merritt, Jr. (Elem.
Ed.) was presented a special award
" F o r Outstanding Contributions to
Reading Education—1979" by the
Organization of Teacher Educators
in Reading's annual conference,
A p r i l 26, in Atlanta. OTER is a
special interest group of the
International Reading Association.

